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we hear a great deal about' the "communications gap." Sometimes
!

Pr% that gap is widest when we delude ourselves. A candidate for office.

%,C) was making a canvass of his constituents. He sent out a zealous

interviewer who went from door to door soliciting opinions about the.

C:) candidate. At one door the interviewer got the falowing opinion,
C:3
Lie "I wouldn't vote for him if he was the last man on earth." After

the door was slammed in his face the interviewer opened his notebook

and wrote "doubtful."

'I shall not try to be coy about my message today. I believe

that our machinery of accreditation Nis outlived its usefulness, that

voluntary efforts are helpless. in the face of today's problems, that_

neither the society nor the. student is being protected from third-rate

programs, and that this very same accreditation
i

machinery is now work-

ing to prevent flexibility and innovation rather than to.encourage new

approaches. This not-so-subtle Statement is 'made now so that my opinion,,

prejudice or bias -- call it what you will -- is clear from the start.

Having.taken myself from the
"
dtibtful" column, let me illustrate

the problems and limitations of present accrediting activities, sthe'`;

work of regional*sociations and'of professional societies by
.,..

examining their effects on part-time and continuing education. In

selecting this area of educational endeavor I make no Claim that it

is the most important, least important-or unimportant. chosen
-

asan-
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1

.For several years now many educators have takenthe position

that continuing education is the:ladder of individual success, that
.

.1 .

,\
'` it is the means to political maturity, that'through continuing

education developing nations may pull themselves up by their own

bootstraps, that people may extend learning and satisfaction into

senior years, and even that continuing education is the hope of the

as though continuing education, were aworld. Yet we have behaved

second-rate experience and that students who don't fit into

traditional educational slots were rather suspect. If wt:stupid,

.\

they were thought to be abnormal in .other ways. If such students

attended institutions wheFe continuing education was accepted as

important, their institutions were assigned second-rati status

that is, second in rating to institutions%that'heither encouraged
,

.

:Or permitted such aberrations to the sanctity of full7.tiMe study

full -time student under full-time supervision'of a full-time:

faculty.

Many of the prestige institutions of the country have gone to

great lengths to discourage part -time and/or continuing education.

Their students have been required to devote full time to the pursuit.

of formal degrees, while the full -time faculty has been devoting

and less time to teaching them. Research, exploration,

professional activities

'tOjimit the professor

consulting

and many rel.ate4 matters have often combined

to -fewar and fewer personal contacts with

While this has been happening, what may...lastchave the

v1.
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accrediting agencies been doing? Their policies have helped assign

.continuing education to second place and all too often have helped

to remove the professor from the classroom.

Experiences of recent years have shown us that "full-time"'

faculty isn't a very practical definition and "full-tiMe". student

is certainly a questionable premise. Soie years ago when a distinguished

alumnus told me that any student who really wants to can spend 20 to.40'

hours ef4ch week in activiiies.apart from the academic program, I was too

naive to believe him. I've been proven wrong by campus politics,

community action,;studentswork'programs. football:and a host of other

.outlets,

The community of scholars so eloquently defended for so many

years by accrediting groups has not broken down -J- it never really

existed in the first place., We have tried to bui d an academic

,community in the private New England prep schools and to continue

that.community at the college level by.sending students prepared in;

those schools to the Ivy League colleges. To their everlasting

credit, such schools and .colleges broke up their elitist fiefdoms

few years agcq and in so doing broke,up the closest thing we have

:,.ever,known to an academic community. Those who have succumbed to

the nostalgic,myth of "community" are most often reliving the glow

of fraternity feiloW;lip!or the togetherness of the athletic team:

They have no knowledge of urban.education:-- the diversity of age,

religion, race sexi politics, and thecompetition
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I

After four to eight years of undergraduate and graduate study, ,

I

most students are able to look back on, at most, two or iSree or a

half-dozen professors with whom they were able to build a mutually

'enriching relationship. During the same period they may have strengthened

common interests with a handful of other students that may lead to

life-long associations. In spite of questions of relevance, communica-

tion or depersonalization, the so-called community formal education

is not likely to change. The truth remains thatlindividual

individual study, and individual effort. are the means by which a

student advances his own education. While both students and professors

can be quite ambivalent from moment to moment, the good teacher must..

.
be good for each succeeding class and the good student must proceed i

to his next task and to his next teacher. We are therefore wrong

'when we insist that an artificial and often supeificial community

of scholars be created. Even if. it could prevail, it would replace

individual motivation as the. driving.force behind the best of teaching.

and the best of student achievement. Such a shift of human behavior

is too much to expect.

These and other, fallacies aided and abetted by accrediting

teams have encouraged practicep,diretted against continuing education,.

7

both part-time and full-time. At the undergraduate level preference.

applicant who'rents tO study in.residence full time,

tstensibly.from pine to five. The same applicant is given first

priority in competition for whatever: financial aid is. available
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Even public institutions must make continuing education pay its way,

while everything else benefits. from the tax subsidies.:: Like

conditions prevail at the graduate level and, if we do anything, we

leave continuing education to others =..to other:institutions or to'

[

other units of the university which we :then treat like unwanted.

,,
:,

step7children.

But changes do come, and we. aVe,treated anew institUtion.whidh;
!

among other services, provides for continuing education in a greater'
.1

measure than most established. colleges and universities... I refer

of course, to the community college...-A few older institutions have

offered varied programs of part-time and continuing education for

many years, but the struggle togain acceptance

has been an uphill battle.

and respectability

Accrediting groups -- regional *associations, professional

societies and graduate panels refletting the academia opinions

of their members, have pressed for greater emphasis on standardized:

tests for admission increased effortirst recruitment, broader

geographic representation and more scholarship and fellowship aid

all of which areilimed:at the 'admission and retention of.:the.full-time

.

, .

student. Such pressUres haOalbeen so great that alMost all law
_ . :''

schools have beep forCed twelOSe their evening divisions and part-time

graduate programs
, , ,

in education, busines0 administration and engineering

are.underionsiant attack.

tudy, may:have:substance

snob

fachieiredthroUgh.part-time
1

but it is entirely lacking4niaCademic
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Were this not so serious, it would be amusing.

To paraphrase the report of a professional or regional, accrediting

group to a university president these days, I can vividly remember the

following routine:

"Mr. President (begins the Chairman of the visiting, Committee,

while the other members perch to join in the ceremonial pecking at the

awaited signal),

"Your School of Rhetorical Pollution is a good school . . . Let me

allay any concerns right here and now about its continued accredita-

tion. We had no doubts about the matter even before we came .' That:

incidentally, was their only reason for coming . The faculty is '1;

young, vigorous and dedicated. We found the students to be above average

they're a little rambunctious, but (with a knowing. snicker) all students

are like that these days' -- and the facilities are adequate . .

"But (the spokesman carefully proceeds) . . you don't want' just

an accredited school. This university should have a truly distinguished

'School. of RhetOrical Pollution. (The gravity of the situation is now

apparent.) And we (being the experts'that we are have taken time

(valuable time of obviously important 'people) to spend a few days on

your Campus in order that you could have the benefit of our advice
t- .;;;. ,

Our reComMendations are.few .,you should provide some means
,.....

for bringing

feel so much

your faculty ea

scholars (maybe

to your (everything is the Tfesoent s -- it makes him

more important -- and reaponsible and helpless) to

year two or three really distinguished,vieiting:

of the accrediting team) .,. 'Now' such
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men will cost money -- but their presenceon the faculty will be

well worth it . and you simply must get mori money tOr fellow-.

..

ships for graduate students (their number.. has doubled in'the last

twelve months and amounts increased by .fifty percent); There are'

so many deserving ones who need to finish that RPD --.Doctor of

!
Rhetorical Pollution -- and more money,is needed to support the

.research interests of the faculty . ..: And whi ne yoUr new facilities

I

have been well received by both students and faculty (the five
i

:111illiOn dollar addition was opened only two years ago),you obviously,:;

.

-
. . I\

don't believe that constitutes asatisfying hOie for the most
.. '

.

prestigious school in the university.'

"And that leads me to the'final. ecommendation . We know:

of your commitment to the evening programs (the word has gotten

-:!,around) . . but, Mr. President, no,ituly diatinguished School of.

Rhetorical Pollution is today'operating an evening.program." (The

President must now accept fulI:respondibilityfor all the short-
!

comings and wrong turns of the .institntion's first-150 years and

;throw himself on the mercy of'the team or thr1 ow an academic tempet

or throw himself off the nearest bkidge.)
,

. "

tantrum

I have: served on several visitation teams for regional as:Soda-7i

'tionS. My experience has tncluded the North. central, the New

England and the Middle'States. In twelve yeais as a university

.1president I have bean visited.by theengineeri, chemists; lawyers

..
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doctors, librarians, psychologists, ,teaChers, finance officers,

foresters, wildlife experts, home economists, nurses, graduate

deans,'..philosophers and dental hygienists -- among many others --

and, with few exceptions, the script has been the same. Is it any

wonder that it has been necessary to create the community college --

a new institution with enough.flexibilitT-to respOnd.to society's

needs for part-time and continuing education:

But things are changing. The Commissioner of Education in

New York State.has.now proposed an "external degree." The influential
.!1

and distinguished Board of:Regents of, that State has endorsed the

proposal with considerable enthusiasm. In doing so, some of the

Regents have pointed out that such a degree, which may be earned

through a series of tests, weekend seminars, independent study,

correspondence courses and other means, offers the greatest opportunity

to make education available to working adults, minority group members

and others generally unreached by the practices of colleges and

universities which I.have described.
.

American higher education has long prided'itself on its diversity.

However flexibility has been found.Ointlng in this sea of diversity.

Such a development as the "external degree," if accepted by diverse
01:1;

institutions; would provide much of th0104billty required today

ifliighereducation is to reigpondto the-ongoing requirements of our

Universities while being called upon:to: change, will not
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really change unless that which. they have to offer is made available'

to more citizens who may use it'to theii individual advantage as

well as for the good of society. But programs which make g

- university's offerings available to the broader community are met

with other barriers. Let me illuStrate. At my ',home institution --

George Washington University --the College of General Studies is

. theunit_which is the vehicle for offering courses and, programs to

-the greater community. The Middle States Association's visiting

team had some serious questions about these efforts. I read from

the team's report of 'February 1967: "The University must decide

what the place of the College of General Studie is to be, and

whether in fact the University can afford the dissipation of its

energies represented by the mainienance,:supervision and staffing

of the many small centers-of instruction which together form the

College.- Strength tends to come., from a focusitlig of effort and the

University is not focusing its,effOrts.when the. College maintains I.

. its many centers."..

Interpretation of. the aboveAuoti4on is not necessery:

:Unfortunately it speaks for itself, but. I cannilt resist repeating

its obvious and devastating thrust: namely stretching or even

extending institutional efforts to reach people with teaching

1.!

programs is weakening; while focusing on a narrow objective,

. organizing for a limited goal brings distinction. Here again the

stereotype of. distinction has emerged. We ;hint faculty members

7
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who teach less, are paid better and whose research in highly

:specialized areas is well financed. Of all the criticisms

leveled at higher education in recent years, this is one of the

most fundamental. Yet, accrediting agencies have followed an

almoit universal, philosophy over the past forty Years in. recommend-

ing increasing narrowness and increasing exclusion as the paths

to academic leadership.

In fact we are witnessing the end of an era. We in the

universities have spread the belief for half a century that all

monies made available for educational endeavors could and would

be wisely spent. It was something of an intellectual sin not to

overspend our budgets and then return for still greater sums with

the explanation, "See, you didn't give us enoughl

again demonstrated our ingenuity by using up al]J available resources,

and we now want to unveil still another proposal more grandiose,

more esoteric and more costly than anything ever' before put

re

together. Many, an acedeiician has embruced the cliche 'Our

budget should.be:bound only by the limits of our imagination."

This arrogance and this lack of understanding of other priorities :.

in'our society are.ma7.ters which halie beencOnsistently- pushed by

`visiting teams. The bubble may 'llot,have burst but the noise we heat .

comes from the holes punched the balloOn by congressional committees,
,

.

state legislatures, students who,are objecting to further increases in

tuition and alumni who want to know why 'all communications from

alma mater are pleas for money.



Let me illustrate still another hang-up. For many:years we

. have conveniently classified the_ university's baiic progreMs into
...

.
..

instruction,.research and community service. The community has

been defined as the world, the nation,. the state or the:local area.

While many institutions have developed.broad programs of community

service which .are indeed in the public interest,'We have moved and

'been moved to compartmentalize our activities and restrict. access

to them in such fashion as to greatly reduce their impact., Our (41 wn

internal inconsistency, has effectively refuted our external rhetoric
: N

With help such as that now being given by the CoMmiSsionerof New

:York and the Regents of that stater colleges and universities should.

be able to assess much more realistically their own roles in raising

the level'of understanding among their total constituencies
..

that is, students of all ages and in their contribution ..toward

all ages.,developing for society leaders o

But colleges and universitieticontinUe to be reprimanded for .

responding to service needs. Narrowly trained specialists want

.narrowlyfocused beams of light ratherthan general illumination,

and such has beenthe.major thrust of accreditation fOr many years.

ACcrediting agencies are 'not alone. to blame for restricting
...i.,t,..: '-' ;!! .!, : ,

. --...
.

, .

flexibility. -Government pdliey:in recent years has also militated
. -:,:-.i ,!,,47,k- . . .

, 1,;!..

.

.,.,
against continuing education; I refer to. the syndrome of the federal,',

.

1

grant university. For more than a quarter of a ccntury 'now, prestige

higher education has been achieved by-the magid -and :Of: large.
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federal research installations accommodated under the umbrella of

a distinguished university. Programs in continuing education have

received too.little money, too little time and too little attention,

from the policy-making agencies of Government or from the Congress..-.

Appropriations for training are encumbered with so muc red tape

that an individual must be a full-time'genius in order to. continue

his education. hrough part -time, study.'. Administrators of-these

' programs are confronted with all, sorts of barriers as they try to

spend the available funds, and agency heads have learned that these,

parts of their budgets are low on thepriorities of congressional -7

committees.

There is hope on the horizon4 however. I am encouraged by the

degree of acceptance of the College-Level Examination Program.. As

you know, this effort includes tests of general information as well

as examinations in individual subjects. If we in the schools and

colleges will accept the recoMMindation:recently madeto the CEEB

that students be allowed to use; these tests "in lieu of grades

where legally poSsible, in lieu of school attendance," then real

progress will be made. This is a 'practical way to make possible

the earning oft-"external degrees" in the spirit of the suggestion

from New York State..'' With it we could move one fundamental step

closer to the awaiiilid certificates, degrees and the other eMbellish7

yenta of formal education based cn achievement and performance;,;

instead of admissions barriers followed by rigid rules of time-serving.

.

12
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In faCt, we can .foresee the devel4mentyherein "performance" could

.

replace "time .served" as the chiefAurdle to\the.award of diplomas.

With that, formal attendance in educational institutions would be

)1aced in its proper perspective.

:7 . .

But these and other needed changes In.educatien will be, delayed

even further Unless the limitations of our. of voluntary ac-

,; +reditation areremoved.

.Having criticized accrediting agencies and associations, it

may be difficult for me to convince anyone of the important'contribu-

tion accreditation has served over the years.. Such, however,.is my

conviction. During the same twelve years mentioned above, I am

happy to reportthat every visitation and every self-study resulted

..irk ,improvements within the institutions.cencerned. Why thin have

I made the above criticisms? In my opinion present means and ends

of accreditation are.inadequate to:the tasks at hand. Regional

associations have for several years now simply been unable to keep

pace, with the swiftly changing edUeitionai scene, eitheiat,the

`secondary or higher,education levels. Secial,.PolitiCiOnd,economic

problems occurring at locai, state and national levels have often'

overWhelmed indiVidual high schoOli colleges.and universities.

Regional,associations, honor.spOiaties,sprofessionaliioupa,l'and
..

others of this type have been unable to render the kind of help

necessary in these crises. They cannot respond quickly enough, they

do not have adequate authority, and their. methods of response. are
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inadequate for the job now required, Stnrefrontleducation schools

!

without walls; open admission,. neighborhOod Control, busing, community
I

action, politization, disruptions, suspended classes, pass-fail options,

degree programs without majors 'and a hoet of other matters constitute .

.
.

. .1

a new foreign language for those.who have come to'regard student-teacher

.

ratio, faculty salaries, advancing admissions standards, new classrooms,"
1 /

.

.

more money for faculty research,` and thi,nuMber of books in the library]

as the key problem areas for judging the quality

questions of education -- racial balance, rights

of education. The big:::

and respensibilitiea

education for profit,. urban crisierand.othere.--'have moved beyond tbe',..

grasp of voluntary accreditation. .
With such a dilemma; where then de,

we gO from here?

Because of its vastness,- its complexity; and its rapid change,

the world of formal educationshould be regulated by a new administra-

tive agency of the federal governMent.. Only. recently the Federal

Trade Commission has proposed new guidelines fo correspondence

schools and private vocational institutions. It may come,as,a surprise:

to some to know that the FTC has attempted to protect students in such

courses and achools since 1936.. But dOwn through the years voluntary,

vaccrediting'agencies and the Federal. Trade Commission haven't been

on speaking trms.- The proposed new FTC rules would establish tighter,'

I.

Standarda andwbuld prohibit fraudulent...institutions from selling

degrees, something which can't be stopped by volunteers. But .I am'

not suggesting that the FTC serve as iamodel.fot the federal agency

to regulate education.

The immensely complex and diversified educational enterprise in,

'the .United States requires more comprehensive attention. With
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components private and public profit and entrepreneurial

and publicly nandated, highly specialized and qui-e general and

:\. X seemingly all-embracing, still the educational enterprise is, in
. .

reality, totally inadequate to the needle of society. Thought of

another way, the educational enterprise is in need of nationwide

guidelines, codes which can be enforced and contracts which can be

made binding. Neither the public nor the student is now protected

from misconduct; and recourses to the courts to boards and to the

electorate are all too slow,. since: the issues are so often'. camouflaged

.as to prevent quick decisions.

It is too much to expect that volunteers can provide the measure

of public responsibility which isnow required. The voice for greater4

accountability in formal educatiOn grows in volume. Men:and instituT

7t4Ons have not been adequately prOtected,from political interference

. and intimidation. While the accreditinglassociations hive played a

majorrolein achieving a large measureof academic freedom, they

.

'have been unable. to protect it in today'A.educational.tUrmoil.

.HoWever, the most telling,inadequicy of ;the accrediting machinery is

written:in the serious erosion of public confidence informal educatiOn.

This eroSion,has deepened in recent'yeara when accrediting work has
I-

been the strOngest. While I would not blame the:accrediting, associations

. for the erosion of public donfidenqi;I maintain' that' inadeqUite.';

restoration which is so necessary.:

Where, then do we turn?,.,
.
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May'I offer a proposal which holds some promise of greatly

improving the present situation? I would like to see the estab-

. lishment of:a National Board of Education with powers and duties

legislated by the Congress which would include publication of

detailed information, both financial and academic, on each'college

and university in the country. There needs to. .be a standard

reference for such information 'with regular revisions so that the

public may be better informed about. higher education. The National

Board of Education through its power to allocate or, withhold federa

funds would also have the power to place institutions on an approved.

Aist.or to remove them from such a list.' The U. S. Office of

Education ought to be the instrument through which the proposed.

National Board of Education administers its programs.-: The Board

would also become the policy making body to the U. S. Office -- a

need not now reconcilable by a,U. S. Commissioner who has'an ill

:defined responsibility without' protection in the ever'swirling political

storm. As we know, a major-change in educational program now requites:

three to five years'to accoiplisb,and most commissioners fail to stay,
. . ;

. .

in office that long. More,importeetly, howevet the Commissioner and

other such administrators in goveriient are so burdened with immediate

crises that the formulation of long-rage policy must be pushed down
s.

and down on the list of priorities.

For several years now both the assessment of educational effortsi'

and the projection of plans, programs and policies have been the

province ofpresidential commissions, foundation financed studies and
. _
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other privately or publicly initiated efforts aimed at the solution

of various problems. No major body exists, however, which has the'

responsibility.' of translating the results p1 these ad hoc efforts

into.policy and, therefore, such reporteafter circulation to
.

schOlars and libraries become dusb colleCtOrs on the shelf.' ,'.,!''.

,

4.,'
: - . 1

:.

. . . .

.. Unhappy as I am over the reach of the federal government, which
I . ..,

......
i

continues to extend that arm to more and more of our activities, the
,..

I

, .

Current involvement of some forty, government agencies in educational: ,.,.i

--:matters makes it all the more necessary that an overall aUthority;--..:. ........ .5,

- _

with authority -- be created. I'see a national :body such as this

Board to be necessary if all of the various aspects of 'accreditation -
. ,

are to be coordinated to avoid the continued exaggeration of

'differences as standards are redefined and then applied in

various parts of the country or aong 'various accrediting bodies. -
There may be:a:placeuider such:4;board 10 the presently.functioning

: .aorediting associations and Societies. ,SuCha place May2he permanent

.ovtransitional. would not wish, to predict at this point.; The

important matter before us now; however, is the two-fold inadequacy

of voluntary effort an abeende, of authority i current crises and :

. .

no provision for the establishment of long range plans. Accreditation ''.'!
. . .

.

,

,

.:. _ ;

:iir, :,.

without accountability is blind faith and some new authority such as 4-,, .--
. . ...,,.

national policy making body must put the two parts together in such 11:.:, :.

fashion as to respond to the many 'urgencies in today's educational
i .

arena.

V...1

, : . ,

,
.

1

t
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From time to time the creation of.such a board has been

suggested. We have also witnessed efforts at the establishment

of a cabinet -level post for education. I believe a national

board with authority legislated.by the Congress to formulate'and

administer broad policies of educational performance. equally

able to protect any constituency of education, whether it be

students, parents, faculty, administrators orthe'general public

could bring order out of the chaos now found at every level'of

education. It could also build on the experience of accrediting

1

bodies without being bound by their limitationg.

liest my remarks be misinterpreted, let me say. that I am not

proposing to tear down "the establishment." That a serious review'

of accreditation is now being planned is known to all of us. If

these comments today help in any way to speed that review or to

broaden its scopeo.then our time will have been well spent.


